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On the Cover:
Chip, is he in agony or ecstasy, I
have no idea!

Volume 3, Issue 34

HHDB Tip of the Week
Look out for flying balls, not just in dodgeball, but all ball related sports...and in prison.

The Morning After...
Winter 2010

March 10, 2010

Well this is a day late and you know
who you can blame don’t you?
One obvious choice would be the
editor, but I think that would be less
than satisfying, no, you should blame
the people of Florida. Why Florida?
Well it seemed to work well for everyone in 2000, why would it be any
different a decade later?
Anyway, we’ve got a bowling recap
as well as a dodgeball recap, how
exciting is that?
Metro Crawl is this weekend and the
playoffs in dodgeball start next
week...it’s an important and fun time
to be alive no?

Team Standings
Team

Wins

Losses

Ties

Points

Balls of Steel

4

1

0

8

Tropic Thunder

3

1

1

7

I Wanna Dip my
Balls in It!

3

2

0

6

Uncle Jesse’s
Balls

3

2

0

6

Throwbo Cop

1

3

1

3

Mad Balls

0

5

0

0

Later!
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Actual and Factual News that We did NOT Make

Wednesday, February 3, 2010—Happy Hour Kickball Summer Registration opens
up! For the fourth summer in a row we will be kicking it around Meadowbrook.

Saturday, March 13, 2010—The 2nd Annual HHKB/HHDB/HHB Red Line Crawl!
We‘ll start in Bethesda and then head down the red line all day and see how far we
get. We made it all the way to Faragut North last year, can we get all the way to Gallery Place this year, I hope so. For those participating, we‘ll be doing shirts again this
year, but a hooded sweatshirt in case it rains, or is a little chilly! Evite for this event is
coming soon!

Tuesday, March 30, 2010—Happy Hour Kickball night out with The Caps part 2! Tix
are $46 and we need to lock this down right now! If you are interested be sure to
RSVP to the Ning Page, let CB know, or email happyhourkickball@gmail.com as soon
as is humanly possible!

Wednesday, April 14, 2010—Happy Hour Kickball season 4 kicks off that evening
with scrimmages and then after party at the Barking Dog, as usual!

Rainouts—We won‘t have rainouts this season, but we could have snow outs, freezing rain outs and possibly ice outs. Be sure to check out our Twitter feed, and your
email should this go down. Also, look out your window!
Referees—The two teams with late games will provide 2 reffs each for the early
games.
Forfeit Policy— There are no forfeits in dodgeball, just quicker losses potentially.
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Last Week’s Schedule and Results
Game
Number

Date
Tue 3/2/2010

Time
8:00 PM

Home Team
Tropic Thunder (8)

Away Team
BALLS OF STEEL (9)

Location
Court 2

Tue 3/2/2010

8:00 PM

Uncle Jesse's Balls (6)

Throwbo Cop (4)

Court 1

Tue 3/2/2010

9:00 PM

Mad Balls (1)

I wanna dip my balls
in it! (16)

Court 2

16
17

18

This Week’s Schedule

Game
Number

19

Date

3/9/2010
3/9/2010

20

Away

Tropic Thunder

Throwbo Cop

Mad Balls

BALLS OF STEEL

Time

Location

8:00 PM

Court 2

8:00 PM

3/9/2010

21

Home

Court 1

Uncle Jesse's Balls

9:00 PM

I wanna dip my balls
in it!

Court 2
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This Week’s Game Recaps
Oh Yessss
by Jason Yang and Friends
Not much from the peanut gallery this week:
Co-MVPs were Bobby and Ellen. Ellen for stepping up in a one on one against a mean
nasty boy and catching his ball (with her hands) that tied us up at two apiece. Bobby
for his last man standing final game showdown against Charlie in a one on one and
emerging the victor to seal the victory. Both matches against this team have been won/
loss by one game so it‘s been pretty fun.
Charlie (from their team) says he has no idea where we‘re going to throw.
―I… am [most definitely] not left-handed‖
Ken’s insane dodging drew oohs and ahs from even the other team.
Shakti was on a rampage with the catching and the throwing.
Billy likes soda...
Mrs. Libby's car is green...
Final Score: Balls of Steel 9—Tropic Thunder 8
Well this time We made it Close!
by Chris B
Dodgeball like many things is all trial and error, and while season 1 has been more error than
winning for Throwbo Cop we have learned a lot that we plan to implement by season 14. If
nothing else we have a very clever name that I really feel is just fantastic.
Last week in the space, we rambled about stuff and many of you (i.e. no one) asked how we
made it a whole week without anyone getting injured. Great question, well we did by pure luck
I suppose, because this past week, we were right back into the getting hurt business.
Come on down Jayne!
As you can see from the picture, Jayne broke her pinky finger and tore some
ligaments, all in the name of dodgeball. Needless to say the fact that Jayne
continually gets hurt shows that the league is aware that she is our best player
and are just attempting to take her out. Hopefully in this space next week we
don‘t have an obituary….
Anyway, thanks to our reffs, they were great and just as a reminder Dan Holloman and Nick Robb are available for all your party needs...I‘ll let you think on that!
Final Score:

Throwbo Cop 4—Uncle Jesse’s Balls 6
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This Week’s Bowling Recap
Three Beautiful Detectives Posing as Bowlers ...What More Could A Man Want?
by Charlie
How can you not love Charlie's Angels? Ignore the cheesy plot line and focus on the three
beautiful young ladies working as private detectives ... in a bowling league!
These gorgeous provocatively dressed angels are Jill Monroe [Ali Crawford], Sabrina Duncan
[Nui Dhepyasuwan], and Jaclyn Kelly Garrett [Joanna Foucheaux]. They are guided by their
boss, the faceless man behind the scenes Charlie Townsend [The Playmaker].
Each week the girls happened to go undercover on cases which required them to strip down in
places such as health-spas, holiday camps, and even bowling alleys. They use their seductive
(and detective) skills to bring down the bad guys.
Jill attributes the show's success to this simple fact "When the show was number three, I figured it was our acting. When it got to be number one, I decided it could only be because of our
enormous sex appeal". If you look hot who cares if you can fight crime or if you can bowl.
Kelly was the one who always seemed to want to look good and to score. It was the scoring
that mattered most to her. She started off as the #1 female in the league after the first week
but her skills have tampered off as her hotness has grown.
In contrast, Sabrina was always the
party girl. After week #1 she was
third from last, but all she carried
about was capturing the bad guys
while acting like the bad girl.
However, it was always Charlie
who reigned in the girls and keep
them focused on the task at
hand ... looking HOTT and having
fun!
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Branded 72 Rankings presented by Blue Moon
Week 6— February 23, 2010

1

Uncle Jesse’s Balls (2) – Danny Tanner and the gang, well let’s just say that
wasn’t apple juice they were drinking.

2

Balls of Steel (1) – Because variety is truly the spice of life!

3

Tropic Thunder (4) – Another good showing, just good!

4

I Wanna Dip My Balls In It! (5) – The late game and the lure of volleyball
keeps this lower.

5

Mad Balls (3) – I am betting the bar treated them better than their game!

6

Throwbo Cop (6) – It’s like you guys don’t even care!

*Please Note the Power Rankings are Made up and can easily be influenced
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The Word from Deon, God of Dodgeball
All of you are so happy that spring is coming. It sickens me. The days are
getting longer. Boo. I prefer the darkness. One little 50 degree day and all
of you people climb out of your pathetic little hovels and take over the landscape like acne on a teenager's face.
How I long for the days of the blizzard when the only thing restricting my
movement was me and my ability to turn in to a slide. Now there are people everywhere, with the explicit purpose of getting in my way. This past
Sunday I went to Trader Joe's in the middle afternoon to procure my daily
case of 2 buck chuck. Which I think is 4 dollars now. Anyway. I walk in,
and the place is just one long line. One perfect, complete, unbroken serpentine. I believe you were in line to checkout the moment you walked in
the door, and it was while standing in this line that you accumulated all the
humus and crap you would end up buying. It was insane. Shouldn't you people be out
hiking or, well, I don't think you do anything else, so, shouldn't you people be out hiking? WHY AREN"T YOU HIKING?!?!?
My tax dollars are going to waste if there is not the constant pitter-patter of Tevas all
along the C&O Canal Trail. Ok, that's not true. I don't pay taxes. But I do get a tax
return. How about that? Only a measly $300 bucks this year though. Boo. Anyway,
there were way too many people in Trader Joe's so I put my little hand basket type
thing back in the stack. How dainty is that thing by the way? I can barely resist the
urge to skip and swing it back and forth when I am holding an empty one. Perhaps
don a bonnet. I thought to myself, "I will return later this evening, when you yuppies
are preparing for your Oscar Viewing Parties or Anti-Oscar Viewing Parties and Trader
Joe's will be abandoned!"
And so I did, just after darkness. It wasn't abandoned. But it was much less
crowded. Hello Darkness. My Old Friend. And then I tried to remember the rest of the
lyrics. And I couldn't. And then all the words I couldn't think of were replaced by the
word "Meep" so I end up with a rendition of "The Sound of Silence" as sung by Beaker
of the Muppets. Soon, I, Deon, will retire to the underworld for the remainder of the
spring and summer. I usually head back the first week in April at the latest. I have to
make sure that all my brackets are complete and utter failures first. And that usually
happens during the first weekend, so its a rarity that I get to see April. Cleveland
State!?!? Really, Wake Forest? You couldn't get past Cleveland State?!?!? No, I am
not over it. Welcome to my own personal hell. Did you know they show movies in my
own personal hell? Would you like to know what those movies are? Hope Floats and
Practical Magic. I've seen them both. In a theater. I got no action during either
one. What a waste. I cannot believe Sandra Bullock won an Oscar. First sign of the
apocalypse. Mark my word. After all, I am Deon. I know these sorts of things.
Meep.
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Euro Trippin’ with Zabava Martine!
Lessons Learned from a Night Out
Lesson #1: Don't bring up Monocle's In a Conversation with Crazy Drunk
Girls
I probably could have shortened this lesson to don't talk to crazy drunk girls but
if I made up that rule no unattractive person would ever have sex. So let's stick
to the lesson I learned. When out drinking with friends it is perfectly acceptable to make up stories to get women to talk to you. I figure if the police are allowed to lie during interrogation of
criminals I'm allowed to lie to extract a number from a girl.
However, don't let your friend make up the fact that you wear a monocle, or that you didn't
wear one about because all of your friends think that monocle looks stupid on you. Apparently
this statement immediately activates the mothering/nurturing instincts in a crazy girl. Add alcohol to the mix and you have a 10 minute lecture about being a stronger person and being comfortable with yourself. Don't listen to your friends. Wear that Monocle out and the girl who likes
that monocle? Well she is the girl who was meant for you because she likes you the way you
are.
I've never been more scared in my life. This girl was ready to kill my friend who was blamed for
not liking my imaginary monocle. Who knew a little lie could cause so much drama! Now I
know your asking yourself, Marty, you're a manly man how could you just sit there and let this
girl go off on you for 10 minutes. How could you let your friends take a verbal tongue lashing
when they had done nothing wrong? Why didn't you simply walk away? My answer to you, she
was super hot, so hot I was wondering if I could deal with the crazy for one night.
Lesson #2: Don't question the music selection of unusually tall women.
When out with your friends another perfectly acceptable technique to get women to talk to you
is to challenge them. Tell them you don't like something they like. If she's game she is going to
want to engage in a debate over her perfectly stupid choice and tell you why you're wrong. The
ball is rolling and then you can take the conversation to things you agree about (like monocles). The caveat to this maneuver is make sure this girl couldn't start as a small forward on
the New York Knicks. Anyone woman that tall is used to getting her way and solving arguments with her hands not with her brain.
My friend walked right into this trap the other night. He told an amazon woman that he did not
like her music selection with the DJ. She could have told him to buzz off. No this gigantess'
diplomatic solution was to wrap her large sloth like hand completely around my friend‘s face
and mouth. It was very reminiscent to the beginning scene in Alien when the face hugger alien
plants it's egg down the throat of John Hurt. Even down to the fear in my friends eyes. After a
minute of telling him to change his mind or she was going to break out the noogy sandwhich
she let him go. Have to say at the time it was the funniest thing i had seen in my life. It was
eclipsed though when 15 minutes later when I asked her to palm his face one more time before we left.
I'm sure there were many other lessons I learned from the night. I think I remember something
about don't talk about 1 legged women because one could be propped up next to you. And if
someone ask you if you like Harry Potter you say YES! But to be honest my brain is to hazy on
those lessons to really have learned anything I can share with you.
Have a good day,
Zabava
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HHKB Fantasy Basketball Advice
Well in the Fall we filled this space with advice on who to start and sit in your weekly fantasy
football life as that seems to be the most popular. But, fantasy runs year round, so during the
dodgeball season we will give you a weekly primer on how to win your fantasy basketball
league and I should know, considering the fact that I came in 3rd once in 2005.
So away we go! Oh, and if you use this info to win your league, and do well, then it’s clear, I
am a genius, if you lose, it’s got to be something with you I bet!

Must Start
John Albers – I saw this guy play on Tuesday, and if you think there isn‘t at least one
Wizard on that team worse than him, you‘re
a liar.
Luis Scola – One, he‘s got a coolish name,
sounds like a drink, two he actually is playing really well.

Must Sit
Bill Simmons – He‘s kind of an idiot no?

Keith Hernandez – He‘s not a bball player,
but hell, he‘s Keith Hernandez!

Mike Dunleavy Jr or Sr – These guys just
aren‘t good…

Wilford Brimley – With the ‗betes he can‘t
handle the rock like he used to.

Pie Chart of the Week
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Happy Hour Horoscopes
Every week, we will give you a look into your future as we consult the stars...welcome to Happy Hour Horoscopes!

Aries— This Saturday the boyscouts will look to you for guidance and direction, but you‘re just as lost as they
are.

Taurus—After this Friday night, your being will be separated into two parts, the lower half and the upper half
after that bear fight you started.

Gemini—It‘s not the turkey that‘s making you sleepy, it‘s the endless amount of hours you spend watching
hardcore Antarctic porn that‘s stopping you from getting any sleep.
Cancer— You will again embarrass yourself and friends when you attempt to break the Guinness world record
for days without pants on.

Leo—Love is in the air for Leo, too bad it‘s not in your bed where you really need it.

Virgo—If I were you, I would stay away from the zoo on March 14th, the cough you have has a strong resemblance to the mating call of the polar bear.

Libra—What once was now is, and what is once was, and who was they and they were who. Get that,
‗cause I don‘t.

Scorpio—Barcode labeling of babies at birth is an idea you‘ve had, but they squirm too much.

Sagittarius—You will enter the realm of twitter and be sorely disappointed when no one meets you out but to
be fair, your friends have jobs.

Capricorn— The stars will get back to predicting your future right after this commercial, they swear!

Aquarius—All attempts at getting you to settle down will end in a fight you can‘t win, mostly because you
weigh 85 lbs and Hulk Hogan isn‘t into wasting his free time on you.

Pisces—I feel sorry for you but then I look at your kids and I re-evaluate that statement.
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Happy Hour Bowling Standings and Scores
Head to Head Scores
Place

Team

Points

Wins

Losses

Ties

1

Massage My Balls

1285

3

0

0

2

Minds in the Gutter

1213

3

0

0

3

Tucking Fenpins

1203

3

0

0

4

Triple Threat

1305

2

1

0

5

1162

2

1

0

6

I Can‘t Believe it‘s
not Gutter
The Gutter Mouths

1129

1

2

0

7

Charlie‘s Angels

1093

1

2

0

8

Preparation H Raymond
Triple X Throwdown
Down Your Alley

1180

0

3

0

1071

0

3

0

966

0

3

0

9
10

Rotisserie Scores
Team

Points

Triple Threat

1305

Massage My Balls

1285

Minds in the Gutter

1213

Tucking Fenpins

1203

Preparation H Raymond

1180

I Can‘t Believe it‘s not Gutter

1162

The Gutter Mouths

1129

Charlie‘s Angels

1093

Triple X Throwdown

1071

Down Your Alley

966
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Happy Hour Bowling Standings and Scores
Team Score and
Players

Team Score and
Players

High Scorer

Low Scorer

Triple X Throw Down

Minds In The Gutter

Triple X Throw Down

Triple X Throw Down

400

417
Kunta 146

Jaime 68

Minds In The Gutter

Minds In The Gutter

APK 163

APK 80

1. Kunta 146
2. Hebrew Ham-

1. APK 163
2. DA JESUS

mer 134

3. Jaime 120

137

3. Munsoned
117

Team Score and
Players

Team Score and
Players

High Scorer

Low Scorer

Down Your Alley

Charlie's Angels

Down Your Alley

Down Your Alley

346

355
Jen 121

Jayne 59

Charlie's Angels

Charlie's Angels

Jo 137

Nui 66

1. Jen 121
2. Jayne 118
3. Sara 107

1. Charlie 133
2. Ali 112
3. Jo 110

Team Score and
Players

Team Score and
Players

High Scorer

Low Scorer

Tucking Fenpins

I Can't Believe It's Not
Gutter

Tucking Fenpins

Tucking Fenpins

392

Roy Munson 175

C Alice 77

I Can't Believe It's Not
Gutter

I Can't Believe It's Not
Gutter

Bury 137

Leon Carosi 66

393

1. Roy Munson
175
2. C Alice 122
3. AMB ASS
ADOR 96

1. Bury 137
2. Willey 128
3. Drewski 127
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Happy Hour Bowling Standings and Scores
Team Score and
Players

Team Score and
Players

High Scorer

Low Scorer

Massage My Balls

Preparation H Raymond

Massage My Balls

Massage My Balls

449

388
H Money 160

Midget 82

Preparation H Raymond

Preparation H Raymond

Special K 160

Chest Rockwell 78

1. H Money 160
2. Fiesta 153
3. Midget 136

1. Special K 160
2. Faraday 125
3. Cabinet 101

Team Score and
Players

Team Score and
Players

High Scorer

Low Scorer

Triple Threat

The Gutter Mouths

Triple Threat

Triple Threat

409

372
Sweet 174

BeckyMurphy 69

The Gutter Mouths

The Gutter Mouths

Matt 156

Jordana 59

1. Sweet 174
2. Kevbro 121
3. Dipsy 114

1. Littledice 132
2. Matt 121
3. Bonomo 119
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Happy Hour Bowling Averages
Player

Average

Sweet
Fiesta
H Money
Special K
Faraday
Dan the Man
Matt
Charlie
Willey
Lando
Kevbro
Bury
Roy Munson
Jo
Drewski
DA JESUS
Jubano
Littledice
C Alice
Munsoned
Hebrew Hammer
Stoppy
AMB ASS ADORE
Ali
Chest Rockwell
Bonomo
Jen
Midget
Boon
APK
Sara
JR
Kunta Kittay
Dipsy
Jaime
Cabinet Door
Bekah
Jayne
Jordana
BeckyMurphy
Nui
Leon Carosi
Jenny B
Stef
Pleather

157.1
139.2
138.1
130.1
130.0
129.8
128.2
126.5
124.7
123.9
123.8
122.4
119.4
115.9
115.1
114.6
113.8
113.3
113.2
112.5
112.0
110.8
110.2
109.2
109.1
108.3
106.4
103.6
102.0
101.1
100.4
97.5
97.1
95.3
93.0
91.7
91.4
89.8
88.8
82.5
81.0
78.0
77.0
74.9
73.5
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